Open a construction wing or propeller wind turbine

Open a construction project or propeller wing

From the File menu you can access to 3 ways to open a project propeller or wing design:

1. model from a propeller or basic wing. The basic models are projects prepared with the basic settings corresponding to eight basic types of projects:
   - **Propulsive propeller in the air** (thrust generating)
   - **Propeller ventilation** (pressure generating) ducted propeller
   - **Propeller air capture (torque generation)** wind turbines aeroengine.
   - **Propeller water catchment (torque generation)** tidal turbine propellers
   - **Thrust propeller in water (thrust generating)**
   - **Axial propeller pump (pressure generation)** ducted
   - **Hydrofoil**
   - **Wings**

2. Project propellers or wings, previously recorded

3. Opening the last propeller or wing project (loading the last project is done automatically at startup)